Dr. and Mrs. Jacobs Entertain At Mother-Daughter Tea

On Sunday afternoon, December 12, from 3 to 5 p.m., Dr. and Mrs. Henry L. Jacobs entertained girl students and their mothers at the Mother-Daughter Tea at Bryant. Several Bryant College Glee Club sang Christmas carols as a special feature of the program.

Following the recievers were Dr. and Mrs. Jacobs and Miss Priscilla Moonan, Assistant to the President; Carolee M. Honigfeld, Director of Public Relations; Mrs. Lauretta F. Price, Dean of Women; Mrs. Mary T. Appleby, Director of Dramatics and Music; Dean and Mrs. Lionel H. Price; and Dean and Mrs. Nelson J. Goeks. Women members of the faculty poured.

Miss Moonan and Mrs. Appleby assisted the President and his wife in making the plans for this occasion. Student committees for the tea were: Unions, Dorothy Aprahamian, Irene Aranas, Hope Atwood, Patsy Bemis, Shirley B venom, Doreen B. Courtright, Dolores Currance, Margaret Harrington, Gladys Kinslow, Winifred McGough, Nordon Miller, Ellen O'Brien, Joan Quirk, Dorothy Godfrey, Dodine O'Shaughnessy, Louie Tatro, and Mary Tooe. Table Tables, Joan Allan, Darrell Buczkov, Nancy Neely, Barbara Neely, Gail O'Donnell, Janet Parkinson, Gaye Varela, Marie Warren, Janet Walker; Guides: Karen Bunker, Barbara Oliver, Patricia Going, Nemy Price, Betty Hunsaker, and Mary Sloane. Guest Book: Joan Robin; Decoration: Betty Rose, John Mathewson; Snowman: Elgin McMillen, Beverly Apuril, Eva Klee, Nancy O'Neal, Jennifer Walker; Doorkeeper: Ellen O'Keefe, Helen Barlow, Barbara O'Neil, and Elsie Wilbur; Servers: Jean Baker, Joan T. Brown, Virginia Purdy, Maria Theissen, Patricia Rawnsley, Gregorie, Anne Goekl, Mary McCoy, Matthew Litzky, Patrice Bath, Beverly Verzino, and Janet Webber; Photographers: Patricia Aiken, Bobbi Asby, and Xyria Vardou.

Xmas Program to be on "Bryant's View"

The Human Factor in Employee Relations" was the topic of Bryant's radio program last night. Professor George W. Stotes, head of the Department of Marketing, began the first of two discussions on this vital phase of the industry. He described the importance of knowing "people rather than jobs" and pointed out that "the human factor, as well as a knowledge of technical skill, must be a part of the equipment of all supervisory personnel from foremen to president." On December 30 Professor John M. McClafe, assistant in charge of Industrial Management and Personnel, will present the second feature of this topic.

On December 28 Professor Mary T. Appleby will again provide a holiday glimpse of the annual lighting service presented December 15, to the student body, by the Glee Club and members of the Masquers. The program will be heard at this time. Those who saw the program on Wednesday will certainly want to listen again, on next Thursday, at 10:30 p.m., as the Glee Club sings traditional Christmas carols and hymns.

Champion Typist at Assembly

By Joan Must

Well, Well, has come tea and gone for another year. The activities during this period had many heads swirling and spinning, including mine. Most of the pledges' antica were the same as in previous years with a few additions. I would like to give you an eyewitness account of the "shananigats" which took place during Hell Week.

Increased classes were most fortunate to have an opportunity

Nov. 29 to hear and see Mr. George L. Hensfield of the University of Texas

(Continued on Page 4)

Mary Cavaliere Crowned Queen at 1954 Sno' Ball

By ANN HAVENS

Saturday, December 11, another beautiful cold was crowned at the Sno' Ball at Sigma Lambda Pi. Blue and white streamers hung from umbrellas, white reindeer and Christmas wreaths adorned the walls to take the place of snow.

The Bob Moyers Quintet supplied the music for this gala event, while our little Santa, dressed in a red suit at the door, made many beautiful girls as they danced with their handsome escorts.

As the hands of the clock slowly moved to the long awaited time, the entourage of Sigma Lambda Pi and its guests streamed in from the back of the auditorium in the stage area where, for the first year, the Queen would be crowned. Everyone rushed for a chair spot where they could see all that was to happen. Martie Bernstein, president of Sigma Lambda Pi, announced each candidate and sponsoring fraternity and acknowledged the president who escorted each girl.

The seven lovely girls took their places on the stage. The big moment came when John M. McClafe, president, took the microphone and announced, "The 1954 Sno' Ball Queen to Miss Mary Cavaliere, the".

This week's two outstanding students are Pablo Esteban and Janet A. Tosi. Pablo, a Phi Kappa Pledge from Valencia, Venezuela, was born in Pin Cabello and then lived in Valencia where he attended the La Salle College, which is similar to a prep school. Jehovah is a name he gives to the Lord and speaks his native tongue, Spanish, fluently. He spent his first year and a half in college from a friend who attended Tilton Prep School in New Hampshire. After a year he was selected Bryant because he liked its latitude and freedom from the rigid regulations of Phi Sigma Nu fraternity and the glee club. Pablo finds the people in the northern part of the United States to be especially friendly. He is a member of Phi Sigma Nu fraternity and an active member of the Dramatics. His hobbies are tennis and soccer. "Pablo believes Valencia to be the only paradise on earth."

Johnie A. Tosi was born in Hong Kong, China, was lucky enough to go to a trip to Brazil through European countries, and now in Kewloon, Hong Kong, she "attended Saint Mary's Girls' School, changed" past me. What has happened to her since she left school? No one can imagine why. The neat outfits of the Phi Sigma Nu girls are here with big blue bows under their chins and short tails flapping in the breeze. Kappa Tau's antica are quite as eye- catching as their round identification signs hung around their necks and gold- lettered blue tams slapped on their hats. And so it goes with all the other frats and sera. Tau Epsilon pledges with red hair, Sigma Theta Beta, Kappa Delta with red owl feathers, Kappa Delta pledges with licorice and signs on their heads, Sigma Lambda Pi men dressed in suits with carnations in their lapels, Sigma Iota Chi pledges dressed in their best, Eta Omicron with wide striped shirts and jeans, and Sigma Gamma Rho with gold-ribboned blouses and grey skirt. What a boy at Bryant wearing a bib! He must be one of the bub-bubbing, padding- through lines of Beta Iota Beta. Red Sigma Gamma girls are here with big blue bows under their chins and short tails flapping in the breeze.

This year's service was performed at the Christmas Tree Service and proved to be very impressive. When the time came to read from St. John, "as far as the moon can reach and no other candles were lighted in turn."

Candle-Lighting Service Presented by Choraliers

By JERRY BALEMAIN

In darkening the hours ahead of last Wednesday, the Glee Club and Masquers of Bryant College in conjunction with the Interfraternity Council held a beautiful and impressive "Christmas Tree Service." The Glee Club, under the direction of Mrs. Mary T. Appleby, Director of Music, was assisted by the Masquers with their renditions of the old-time favorite Christmas Carols and Hymns. The members of the Masquers who carried out the tableaux were lovely. The members of the Glee Club filed in, holding in their hands the lighted candles. The hall was gorgeously decorated in keeping with the season. Those who were present included the presidents of the organizations in attendance, the presidents of the Glee Club and Masquers. This year's Service was performed with more spirit than those of previous years. As the reading came to a close, one could see the candle light shining through every one of the candle was lighted in turn.

Following the program, hot-chocolate drinks were served to those present.

In all, it was an excellent concert and typical of the high quality work offered by the Glee Club and Mas- quers under the direction of Mrs. Appleby.
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The Sports Whirl!

By ED BETROS

Twas the week before Christmas.
All through the paper,
The editors were writing,
Goodwill and Christmas carols,
Don't forget the steeple.

Even the ads are wishing you well,
So that your products are at their best.

The teachers are wishing their students good holidays
With tents for their keeping as they go away.

The column that is left is this, when you're reading,
You can see how the need is being fed.

Sports is my topic every week,
Whether in the gym, on the field, or on the court.

Sants will try to make you feel good,
If I can, then anybody could.
One more comment, do not re

MERRY CHRISTMAS AND HAPPY NEW YEAR.

Editor's Note: Our Sports Editor has turned poet.

Phi Sigma Nu Replaces Alpha Theta in Top Spot

By ED BETROS

The second round in fraternity bowling is now two weeks old and it is apparent that all the teams have been strengthened by new men. The second round is also keen and it seems like anybody's race.

Sigs Nu, who finished second in the first round, avowed an earlier defeat at the hands of Chi Gamma Joe. Sigs Nu seems to have balanced their club, and tonight, their eight men took the top two spots in the tournament. They finally hit their stride and led Phi Sig with a three strong total of 347. Frank Fazekas was high for Chi Gamma with 331.

Alpha Theta Chi, the first round winners, didn't have a gilttering start. Again this week, they lost a point to Sigma Lambda Psi. Jack Hall, the team's leader, was the high man for Alpha Theta with 325. At the same time, he made Phi Sigma Psi his 22d.

Kappa Delta Rho teamed Beta Sigma Chi for a point. Kappa Sig has a good club and can easily provide tough competition for top teams. The Alpha Kappa Psi league was high for the winners with 330, and Art Newberry came through with a 318 for R F.R.

Top Epilson took a point from Beta Lambda Eta, and Sigma Nu improved another team which is entered in their second place standing. Joe Ruggieri's Phi Gamma Delta took the lowers with 335.

STANDINGS AS OF DECEMBER 12

**Flo**  **Lost**
Phi Sigma Nu ... 9 5
Alpha Kappa Psi ... 8 0
Sigma Lambda Psi ... 8 1
Kappa Delta Rho ... 8 2
Sigma Nu ... 6 3
Beta Kappa ... 6 4
Chi Beta Eta ... 8 1
Chi Sigma Chi ... 8 0
Beta Kappa ... 8 2
Beta Sigma Chi ... 8 0

C. S.adder Scores 32

By ANN MOORE

Alpha Phi Kappa and Sigma Iota theta are the two teams that have been playing good ball, which was supposed to be the characteristic of the Phi Kappas. During the first three quarters, the difference in score was only a matter of a few points. Gerry Satterly was high in the third quarter and scored 18 points. Then PHI revived their spirits and went ahead with a second offensive considerably.

In the last period, Phi Kappa played smart and scored 16 points, 14-4. Gerry Satterly is a splendid and winning score. He is one of the best players on the court, and in this game he had a chance to be played on the top, put the gym to the advantage and few for six minutes. In this particular game he scored 11 points for the Phi Kappas.

Sigma Lambda Theta and Phi Alpha played the second game, and although Theta won the game by a narrow margin of 14 points, 14-2, Phi Alpha deserves a high credit. The majority of their team played well, and none of them had very little experience in basketball.

The final score was 58-38. High for Sigma Lambda Theta was Aung Lin with 18 points, and Kay Lack who scored 14 for Phi Alpha.
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The rest period

Last week was certain one of constant activity featuring Hell Week, Help Week, and the Sno’ Queen campaign. The Sno’ Queen campaign began with the placing of posters and banners on campus. Since then, we have seen the freneticness present a strong thrust urging students to vote for their particular queen. And, on the second day, the vote was taken. Those timed writings at 5:00 P.M., the game was played, and the vote was cast. On the third day, the final score was counted and the vote was declared. The final score was Alpha Chi Omega 140, Chi Sigma Chi 135, and Phi Sigma Nu 127. The winning team was Alpha Chi Omega, and the second team was Chi Sigma Chi. Phi Sigma Nu was third.
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